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FROZEN 
102 minutes – Animation/Adventure/Comedy – 27 November 2013 (USA) 

 
When the newly crowned Queen Elsa accidentally uses her power to turn things into ice to 

curse her home in infinite winter, her sister, Anna, teams up with a mountain man, his 
playful reindeer, and a snowman to change the weather condition. 

 
Director: Chris Buck, Jennifer Lee 
 
Writer: Jennifer Lee (screenplay), Hans Christian Andersen (inspired by the 

story 'The Snow Queen'), Chris Buck (story), Shane Morris (story). 
 
Music by: Christophe Beck 
 
Cast:
 

 

Kristen 
Bell 

... Anna (voice) 

 

Idina 
Menzel 

... Elsa (voice) 

 

Jonathan 
Groff 

... Kristoff (voice) 

 

 

Josh Gad ... Olaf (voice) 

 

Santino 
Fontana 

... Hans (voice) 

 

Alan 
Tudyk 

... Duke (voice) 
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The story 
Anna, a fearless optimist, sets off on an epic journey - teaming up with rugged 
mountain man Kristoff and his loyal reindeer Sven - to find her sister Elsa, whose 
icy powers have trapped the kingdom of Arendelle in eternal winter. Encountering 
Everest-like conditions, mystical trolls and a hilarious snowman named Olaf, 
Anna and Kristoff battle the elements in a race to save the kingdom. From the 
outside Anna's sister, Elsa looks poised, regal and reserved, but in reality, she 
lives in fear as she wrestles with a mighty secret - she was born with the power to 
create ice and snow. It's a beautiful ability, but also extremely dangerous. Haunted 
by the moment her magic nearly killed her younger sister Anna, Elsa has isolated 
herself, spending every waking minute trying to suppress her growing powers. 
Her mounting emotions trigger the magic, accidentally setting off an eternal 
winter that she can't stop. She fears she's becoming a monster and that no one, not 
even her sister, can help her. 
 

Director & Writer: Chris Buck 
Chris Buck is known for his work on Frozen 
(2013), Pocahontas (1995) and Tarzan (1999). 
 
Director & Writer: Jennifer Lee 
Jennifer Lee is a writer and director, known 
for Frozen (2013), Wreck-It Ralph (2012) and 
Frozen Fever (2015). 
 
Song Producer/songs/lyrics/music: 
Kristen Anderson-Lopez & Robert Lopez. 
 
 
 
 
 

Awards (69 wins and 55 nominations) 
Academy Awards 2014. Won: Best Animated Feature Film of the Year: Chris Buck, 
Jennifer Lee and Peter Del Vecho. Best Achievement in Music Written for Motion 
Pictures, Original Song, Kristen Anderson-Lopez (music and lyrics) and Robert Lopez 
(music and lyrics), Song 'Let it Go'. 
Golden Globes USA 2014. Won: Best Animated Feature Film. 
BAFTA Awards 2014. Won: Best Animated Film. Chris Buck and Jennifer Lee. BAFTA 
Kids Vote - Feature Film, Chris Buck, Jennifer Lee, Peter Del Vecho and Shane Morris. 
 
Next appointment! 
 

NO SHOW IN DECEMBER 
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